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Reading with your Baby

A child learning to read can be compared to a child learning to walk. They start the walking journey by holding up their head, rolling
over, sitting up and crawling. Only then do they finally try to take those first tentative steps. Just like a child progresses through skills
before walking, there are skills a child needs to learn that lead to reading. This document outlines activities that parents, grandparents,
siblings or other care-givers can provide children to start the reading journey with preschoolers. It is important to see these
suggestions not as ‘lessons’, but rather as opportunities to have fun as a family. Enjoy those precious early years with your child. And
remember, to a child love is spelled t-i-m-e.

• Hold your baby in your lap and make sure they can see the pictures
• Expect your baby to touch and grasp the book - that’s how they learn
• Offer them a toy to hold and chew while listening to you read
• Read one or two pages at a time - gradually increase the number of pages
• Let your baby turn the pages if they are more interested in the book than listening to you. They will still be learning about
books and enjoying your company
• Point to, name, and talk about things in the pictures. Describe what is happening
• Ask simple questions (Where is the...? What is that?) and wait for a response
• Encourage your baby to join in - make a sound to match something in a picture (moo like a cow, growl like a bear)
• Put the book away and do something else when they lose interest

Reading with your Toddler
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Learning to Walk ...
Learning to Read

It is never too soon to start. Babies learn a lot when you read to them. Even a six month old can enjoy picture books! Reading can
be a great time for a parent and child to bond. Help your child associate reading with warm and comforting feelings.
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Read the same book again and again and again... Repetition is important as it helps young children learn to love a book and
understand the meaning better. Share the books that you loved as a child, and find some new ones from friends or the library. Build
your child’s library by stocking an accessible bookshelf in their room. Show how much fun reading is by reading yourself.
• Ask your child to pick their favourite books
• Take your time when reading so your toddler can make sense of what is happening in the story
• Vary your voice to fit the characters and the action in the story
• Repeat interesting words and phrases
• Stop to comment, ask questions, and look closely at the illustrations
• Encourage your toddler to join in - turn pages, name things in pictures, make sounds, repeat rhymes and phrases, and think
about what might happen next
• Talk about the book and how it relates to your toddler’s real life experiences

Reading with your Preschooler
Reading aloud with children is known
to be the single most important
activity for building the knowledge
and skills they will eventually require
for learning to read.
Marilyn Jager Adams

Tips for Parents to Start the
Reading Journey with Preschoolers
Read early, and read often!

Make reading fun. Play with voices and the sounds of words. Ham it up!
• Introduce the book by reading the title, author and illustrator, by looking at the cover, by talking about what the book might
be about and by suggesting things to look and listen for
• While reading run your finger under the words
• Talk about what is happening while reading and answer questions related to the book
• Ask your child to look closely at the pictures to help them understand the story and make predictions about what might
happen next
• Repeat interesting words and rhymes while reading a book
• Pause and wait while the child says the word that ends a repetitive or predictable phrase
• Stop and ask thinking questions (What might happen next? Where did she go? Why did he do that?)
FORT VERMILION SCHOOL DIVISION No. 52
“Building Success - One Student At A Time”

For more information about reading with preschoolers go to www.fvsd.ab.ca/readwithme.htm
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Many things we need can wait. The child cannot. Now is the time his bones are formed, his mind developed. To him we cannot say tomorrow, his name is today.

Things to do
at Home

Bed Time...
• Cuddle close and read to your child every night this is the most important activity for helping
children become eventual readers
• Sing a song or make up a story using your child’s
name as a character
• KIDTALK - talk to your child as they get ready for
bed (here are your red pajamas, help me count your
toes, put your teddy bear on the pillow)
Bath Time...
• Say a nursery rhyme (rub-a-dub-dub, three men in
the tub), then change the words of the nursery
rhyme (rub-a-dub-dub, Johnny’s in the tub)
• Have fun with foam letters, bath books or tub
crayons
• KIDTALK - talk to your child while they are in the
bathtub (look at how the rubber ducky floats, watch
the soap sink)
Meal Time...
• Ask your child to find the letters on containers (find
a letter ‘C’ on the Cherrios box, find the letters that
are in your name)
• Play with alphabet fridge magnets to create names
and common words
• KIDTALK - talk to your child while they help (put a
fork on the table for each person, the plate is a
circle)
Play Time...
• Read a favourite book, then use the ideas for play
(read a fun book about the zoo and play with
stuffed animals)
• Provide lots of writing and drawing materials
(markers, crayons, paper, empty boxes, chalk for
sidewalks) or provide materials such as fingerpaint,
pudding or shaving cream for your child to form
letters and numbers
• KIDTALK - ask your child to tell you about pictures
they create

Children learn about reading by observing others read to them.

~ Patricia Wolfe

Things to do in the Car
Games...
• Play “I Spy” (colours, shapes, letters) or “Who Am I?”
(offer clues about an animal, place, or object and
ask your child to solve the riddle)
• Play rhyming games (what rhymes with van?) or
have fun with tongue twisters
• KIDTALK - point out interesting features in the
landscape, animals or clouds (what do you see?)

Things
to do
in
Town

Creative Activities...
• Create stories together - take turns adding parts
to the story
• Bring a cookie sheet with magnetic letters and
numbers (put the numbers in order, spell names)
• KIDTALK - talk about where you are going and
what you will be doing (we are almost at
Grandma’s house, there are just two
more towns before we arrive home)
Listening...
• Listen to stories or sing along to
music on kid’s CD’s
• Read or recite nursery rhymes
• KIDTALK - read a story book
while the child listens
(tell me one thing about the
story, which character is
your favourite and why?)

Walks & Parks...
• Scavenger hunt - create a picture list of things to
find (something that begins with ‘P’, something
red, something round)
• Learn directions (how do we get to the Post
Office, which way should I turn?) or point out
street signs, house numbers and landmarks
• KIDTALK - chat about the landmarks (let’s cross
the street after the grey car passes, what is
beside the blue house, how many trees are in the
garden?)
Shopping & Errands...
• Before shopping ask your child what they would
like to buy and have them ‘print’ it on the list
(allow them to use their own spelling or pictures)
• While waiting for an appointment have fruit
loops for your child to create patterns (red,
yellow, green, red, yellow, green) or to teach
order (eat the third fruit loop, what colour is the
first fruit loop?)
• KIDTALK - talk about the things you put in your
shopping basket (let’s put in six yellow bananas,
this watermelon is heavy)
Restaurants...
• Use restaurant placemats, if provided, for
drawing and colouring activities (or bring crayons
and paper from home)
• Count the creamers, or fold the napkins to form
triangles and other shapes
• KIDTALK - discuss the menu items (those are
salads, what would you like from the dessert
section?) and help them locate where their
choices would be found on the menu

Children who enjoy books will want to learn how to read.

~ Gabriela Mistral

